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India is moving progressively towards becoming a ‘knowledge economy. It becomes increasingly 

important that the country should focus on advancement of skills and these skills have to be relevant to the 

emerging economic environment. The continuing development of new skills and knowledge throughout life is 

valuable for individuals and essential for the economy. Over 65% population of India is below 35 years. While 

major world countries move towards aging, India is growing younger. This may turn into dividend if youths 

become skilled. Governments across the world are realising with growing clarity that it is not sufficient to expand 

universities. Even highly skilled professionals need work structures which allow them to go on expanding their 

abilities.

As a large Nation our challenges are many but so are opportunities in it. India has a large population base of 

1.14 Billion with demographic shift in favour of working age group (15-59 Years). While the overall population is 

projected to grow at 1.4 percent over the next 5 years, the working age is expected to grow at 2.15 %.

Industry has to play an important role in developing skilled youth as part of the national skill development 

mission. Need of trainers and a lot of support from the industry to push the skill development programme. This is 

also important from the viewpoint of increasing the gross enrolment ratio (GER), i.e., the percentage of students 

in the age group of 17 to 22 accessing higher education, from the existing 19% to much higher levels. Promoting 

vocational education is one way of improving GER and securing gainful employment for the youth.

It is time to equip India’s youth with more skills and proficiencies. Youth of this country is raring to go and 

realize the development dreams of this formidable India. When the technology has altered the measures of 

management and development, the youth of India needs to be equipped with varied skills required in the wake of 

the changes that are taking place the World over.

India as a nation has everything; youths, intellectual properties, skills and craftsmen abilities and demand 

for skilled manpower for the development, but, it lacks seriousness of involving all these and make them a 

partner in the progress. The way we gave importance to higher education in IIM and IIT, today we need to give 

similar importance to skill development.  The share of manufacturing sector in India’s economy is decisive and to 

capture the world market with zero defect productions and low-cost manufacturing, it is equally important to 

empower the skill development sector. 
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The Importance of innovative learning trends 
for Expanding Opportunities

The technical education programs are ever changing to meet the country’s 

education and skill needs. These programs are creating an educational environment that 

combines core academics with real-world application. AICTE currently touches the 

lives of 14 million students studying in 14000 AICTE approved technical programs 

through 1,300 technical institutions nationwide. At its core, the mission is to prepare 

students for success in college and careers by helping them develop the skills, technical 

knowledge, academic rigor, and real-world experience for high-skill, high-demand, and 

highly successful careers.

It has been repeatedly emphasized the importance of access to higher quality 

education in the remotest place. Government is committed to redesign the educational 

framework and regulating them through regulatory bodies with new vigor partnering with colleges and 

employers that offer the real-world education and hands-on training that will lead to good jobs and careers.

 We feel that not everyone needs a four-year degree to be successful but rather they do need a 

combination of post secondary skill education and industry-recognized credentials that lead to family-

sustaining jobs and careers. The National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF) focus on the same and the 

Credit Framework under NSQF has been put in place for free lateral and upward mobility. We believe that this 

framework will significantly expand opportunities for secondary and postsecondary students as well as adults 

to successfully complete the most efficient pathways to the post secondary, industry-recognized credentials 

they need for good jobs in high-demand industries and occupations.

Our economy is linked to the strength and skills of our current and future workforce. We must work to 

ensure that students of all ages are prepared not only for college but for successful careers. 

Currently education sector of India lacks sociability due to shortage of quality faculty / skilled human 

resource. Technology can provide great opportunity to overcome such hurdle and reach out to more number of 

students. We need to explore optimal use of recent trends of learning to overcome the faculty shortage. Some of 

them may be-

• Digital Learning

• Online learning and MOOCs (Massive Online Open Courses) 

• Android App/ Windows App

• Interactive Self Assessment

The teachers habitual of traditional chalk and board teaching methodology may tend to resist emerging 

methods of imparting education. But we must understand that change is inevitable and we need to come out of 

our shelves to welcome these new trends blended with traditional methods of teaching for expanding learning 

opportunities.

The famous Belgian Nobel Laureate in literature, Maurice Maeterlinck, has said, ”At every crossway on 

the road that leads to the future, each progressive spirit is opposed by a thousand men appointed to guard the 

past.” We may face the resistance, But Change We Must!

(Dr. Renu Bapna)
Adviser-I, AICTE

& Chief Editor

(S. S. Mantha)
Chairman, AICTE

Editorial
Not only government agencies and system can accomplish the task of upskilling the youth, Private 

companies with requisite experience in skills training may also be roped in to impede the process of enhancing the 

skills development of youth in colleges and universities. In today’s world, particularly in India, the future and 

relevance of Higher Education is inextricably linked with Skills Development; the earlier Higher Education 

accepts this and acts accordingly, the better it is for the country and its growth. Skills Development is not an 

additional course that can be added to a University curriculum but it requires to be integrated into the training 

and education of a youth who will have to be readily employable and competent enough to run the operations of a 

company or business in India. A youth seeking job in the market today is expected to have soft skills which he has 

no clue about till he faces an interview. Higher Education does little to address the skills requirement of a youth 

raring to go into the world and make a mark. There is a need for a clear focus on improving the employability of 

graduates. 

USAID is partnering with the McKinsey Social Initiative on a new global public-private partnership 

initiative, “Generation,” in India, the United States, Spain, Mexico, and Kenya to design and deliver pioneering 

solutions to train and employ millions of youth. AACC (American Association of Community Colleges) and 

AICTE have signed an MoU exploring avenues of collaboration in skills development, in areas such as standards, 

qualification frameworks, and certification, as well as knowledge exchanges.

As per the Statistics, out of 280 lac students across the country only 108 lac students cleared 10th Board exam 

in three years back. It means nearly 50% students failed and many students discontinued their education after 

failing in 10th or 12thBoard exams. Such students start working as skilled manpower but do not get a chance to 

grow due to lack of certification.

AICTE took lead to design and publish National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF) and Document for 

Credit Framework. The main objective of NSQF is to bridge skill gap and provide trained manpower to various 

emerging service sectors to India apart from striving towards skilled manpower to diversify sector through short 

term, structured job oriented courses. This scheme will not only prepare the youth for a vocation of their choice 

but would also build a formidable workforce of international quality not only in India but also in other countries. 

The scheme also focuses reducing unemployment by supplying world class skilled manpower, thereby reducing 

cost and improving productivity of services and manufacturing by providing skilled manpower to international 

standards. Further the credit framework for skill assessment has also been launched by AICTE, paving way for 

easy mobility across the country. It is certainly the need of hour to rope in all such drop outs and equip them with 

knowledge and skills, certify their skills and contribute to enhancement of GER at national level.

These initiatives of AICTE are aimed at equipping the young workforce of this country, with the necessary 

skills, thereby enabling the country to align its efforts to be the Skill destination of the world.

Vol. 2, No. 3;  July-September, 2014
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Given the history of numerous achievements of 

Indian Space Research Organisation it is not a surprise, 

for at least people like me, that ISRO has executed the 

most acclaimed Indian Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM) 

with clinical precision. Even the hard core sceptics who 

questioned spending 450 crores of rupees on such a 

mission never doubted the potential capability of ISRO to 

execute the project successfully within the given short 

time period. The way local and foreign media covered the 

subject and the total change of tone from prelaunch 

before 5th November 2013 to post Mars Orbit Insertion 

on 24th September 2014, notwithstanding ISRO keeping 

a moderate profile on the subject for which first time it 

has gone on social network, speaks volumes about the 

Mission which no country so far could achieve in the 

maiden attempt.

The main objective of MOM, in my view, is rather 

more technological than scientific. The technological 

objectives are to design and realise a Mars orbiter with 

capability to survive and perform during Earth bound 

manoeuvres, cruise phase, Mars orbit insertion and on-

orbit phase around Mars; launch it by the well proven 

Polar Satellite Lunch Vehicle (PSLV); perform orbit 

raising operations around Earth; escape from Earth’s 

gravity; cruise for 660 million km in a Helio-centric 

orbital path with enormous precision, insert the orbiter 

into a Martian orbit at a pre determined time. The 

scientific objective as told earlier is rather modest with 

five scientific instruments to explore Martian atmosphere 

and Mars surface features, morphology and mineralogy.

Though the approach was to use subsystem 

modules developed for earlier programs in order to 

quickly realize the mission target of November 2013 

launch, missing which the program would have been 

delayed by another two years, still it called for new 

developments to face the new challenges. To spend 

minimal energy to go to Mars, the PSLV had to launch the 

orbiter into an orbit with a large Argument of Perigee, 

around 280 degrees, (one of the parameters which 

defines satellite orbit) that was not done in previous 

PSLV flights. To achieve this, the launch vehicle flight 

regime was extended to 2560 s (against 1200 s for regular 

PSLV missions) with a long coasting before the ignition 

of the last stage (PS4). This modification required 

changes in the coast phase guidance algorithm, its 

simulation, review and validation. This also has needed 

additional two ship borne tracking terminals to be 

deployed in the south Pacific ocean to track the vehicle. 

The extension of the flight time called for on-board 

battery capacity augmentation. The liquid engine of the 

propulsion system which was used for orbit raising and 

Trans Mars Injection was to be shut off and restarted, 

after 10 months of storage in severe space conditions, for 

Martian Orbit Insertion (MOI) maneuver. This was 

achieved by extensive modeling and testing and by 

incorporating a parallel path of flow from the storage 

tank to the engine.

The communication between an Earth station 

and the orbiter is to be managed at distances from 214 

million (range at Mars capture) to 375 million Km (range 

of Mars after 6 months). If the life of the mission is 

extended beyond 6 months subject to the availability of 

the fuel the distance could well go up to 440 million km. 

Very high sensitive communication receivers were 

developed and successfully used in S-band 

frequencies.The deep space communication uplink 

power for transmission was increased from 2kW to 20 

kW. During the mission maximum Earth to Mars Round-

trip Light Time (RLT) corresponding to the distance of 

440 million km is 42 minutes.  It is not at all practical to 

micromanage the mission from Earth. On-board 

autonomy is implemented through autonomous Fault 

Detection, Isolation and Re-configuration (FDIR) logics 

executed by on-board computer system. The navigation 

software incorporating multi body gravitational model 

(earlier it was two bodies or three body model) for the 
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first time is designed, developed, tested, evaluated and 

used successfully in tracking and navigating Mars 

Orbiter Spacecraft during all the phases of the mission.

24th September was a golden day in the history of 

Indian space program when its Mars Orbiter Spacecraft 

in the maiden attempt was successfully inserted into a 

Martian orbit thus becoming the first Asian country and 

the fourth agency in the world for successfully orbiting 

around Mars. It was an incredible mission ISRO 

contributed to the community of world space scientists 

at an incredibly low cost not to mention about realizing it 

incredibly quick. No doubt this mission showcased 

ISRO’s technical,  scientific,  managerial and 

administrative capabilities in a way the entire country is 

proud of.

All science and engineering students craving for 

utmost job satisfaction might dream and compete to join 

ISRO to participate in many more such exciting missions.

Major Activities  & Events of AICTE – Processes and Achievements 

Approvals & e-Governance

Approval Process 2014-15

The approval for setting up new Diploma, post diploma and PGDM institutions and extension of 

approval to existing programs at Diploma, post diploma and PGDM level not affiliated to the Universities for 

the year 2014-15 was issued by June 10, 2014 as per notified academic calendar. The approval process for 

other programs for the academic year 2014 - 2015 which was kept on hold for implementing as per the 

directives of MHRD or the Hon Courts was initiated after two court judgments. 

Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in its order dated April 17, 2014 passed in SLP Civil No. 7277/2014 

titled as Orissa Technical Colleges Association Vs AICTE & anr. Ordered as under: 

“….AICTE shall now proceed in accordance with the Approval Process Handbook for the Academic 
Year 2014-15 insofar as the members of the petitioner association and all colleges and institutions situated 
similarly to the members of the petitioner Association are concerned and necessary order shall be issued by 
AICTE within ten days”. 

Subsequently Hon’ble Supreme Court on May 9, 2014 has passed the following order: 

Mars Orbiter Spacecraft getting integrated in ISRO 
Satellite Centre clean room

Integrated Mars Orbiter Spacecraft with high gain 
antenna deployed

Prof. V. Koteswara Rao, Former Scientific Secretary, ISRO

Mars Orbiter Mission – Epitome of ISRO’s Capability
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“…. Making prior approval of AICTE compulsory and mandatory for conduct of a technical course 
including the MBA/ Management course by an existing affiliated Technical College and also new Technology 
College which will require affiliation by a University for conduct of its Technical Courses / Programmes for the 
academic year 2014-15”. 

The regulations 2012 and APH 2013-14 were followed for processing cases of approval of institutions 

for Setting up New Technical Institutions offering Technical Programmes (Engg & Tech. /Pharmacy 

/Architecture /Town Planning/Applied Arts & Crafts/Management/MBA/HMCT/MCA) at 

Diploma/Post Diploma /Post graduate Diploma/Degree/Post Graduate Degree. As a result 2013 - 2014 was 

read as 2014-15 wherever applicable in the Approval Process Hand Book.  

The status of growth of Technical education in terms of number of institutions and program wise 

sanctioned intake during the last 5 years is given below: 

Number of Institutions in the Country (Under Graduate).

Year Engineering  Pharmacy Arch itecture  HMCT  

2010-11 3222 1041 84 83 

2011-12 3286 1053 84 83 

2012-13 3369 1036 100 80 

2013-14 3384 1029 105 81 

2014-15 3389 1023 115 78 

 Management  MCA  Engineering and 
Technology  

Pharmacy   Architecture and Town 
Planning  

3469 1811 1272 721 12 

2011-12 3541 1856 1381 726 12 

2012-13 3471 1738 1889 822 17 

2013-14 3364 1567 2132 841 25 

2014-15 3218 1468 2300 845 30 

Year

2010-11 

AICTE has constituted a high power committee with nine distinguished members from State Governments 

and Directors / Vice Chancellors of institutions / Universities of repute under the chairmanship of Hon’ble Justice 

B.N. Srikrishna (former judge of Supreme Court), for recommending a comprehensive, rationale and uniform fee 

pattern for students of technical education across the country 

  Rationalization of fee structure
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The Committee held series of deliberations in four meetings scheduled on 30.06.2014 in New Delhi , 2nd August, 2014 
& 30th August, 2014 in Mumbai  and on 21st September, 2014 in Chennai and is expected to submit its report in a period 
of Six Months.

The representatives of the existing State Level Fee Committees and Directorate of Technical Education, 
Universities, technical institutions of nearby States and other stake holders were invited in the meetings held in 
Mumbai and Chennai to gather information about the existing status of fee structures, views thereon and suggestions 
to be incorporated in rationalizing the fee structure at National level. The similar deliberations and consultation with 
Stakeholders from other States are also planned for next quarter at regional level.

Reconstitution of Regional Committees

The following Regional Committees of AICTE with the designated Chairmen have been reconstituted vide 
notification dated May 19, 2014 for a period of three years.

Skill Development Initiatives

  Drive for enhancing Skilled Manpower

AICTE has been given mandate under clause 10(f) of The All India Council for Technical Education Act, 1987 
(52 of 1987) to promote an effective link between technical education system and other relevant systems including 
research and development organizations, industry and the community.

In order to develop effective link between technical education system and other relevant systems and by using 
the existing infrastructure of the technical institutions AICTE has taken a decision for providing mandatory training to 
100 students each year under National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF). The training of the students will help 
them in suitable employment/self employment and at the same time will help the industries in meeting their 
requirements for skilled manpower.  

All the AICTE approved Technical Institutions have been directed mandatorily to enroll students at different 
Levels of NSQF using existing infrastructure and running classes in flexi timings:

  Credit Framework under NSQF

As per decision of the Steering Committee under the Chairpersonship of Hon’ble HRM constituted for 
implementation of NVEQF, a Credit Framework was formulated by a high powered committee for imparting skill 
development courses at various levels of NSQF in order to ensure the free lateral and upward mobility of learners 
under the framework. The committee has prepared the credit framework and submitted the detailed report which has 
been forwarded to MHRD for further action.

 Salient features of National Skill Qualification Framework

• Each NSQF level results in skill certification by the trainers/institutions and level certification by the School / 
College / Board / University as the case may be,

• Each level of certification is approximately 1000 Hrs / annum and is combination of Skill Hrs and Education Hrs,
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• The Education content at levels I, II, III, IV would be as per the CBSE Content or State School Board as the case may 
be,

• All Vocational Skill Content would be sector specific,

• Skills acquired at each higher subsequent level are added on skills on the earlier level skills and are treated as 
higher order skills on the level of skills acquired at the earlier level, 

• Vocational Skill Sectors are grouped under Science, Arts, or Commerce streams for all educational institutions,

• The Education content at Level V, VI, and VII is modeled on the common content as prevalent in various 
Universities for Science, Arts, or Commerce streams,

• The nomenclature of the B. (Voc) Degree offered will be B Voc – Sector name – Specialization name eg., B Voc 
(Agriculture) – (Food Processing),

• The nomenclature of the Diploma (Voc) offered will be Diploma Voc – Sector – Specialisation, eg., Dip 
(Agriculture) – (Food Processing),

• The nomenclature of the Community Skill Diploma (Voc) offered will be CSD Voc – Sector name – Specialization 
name eg., CSD (Agriculture) – (Food Processing),

• The nomenclature of the school level vocational education courses would be as per the vocational education 
sectors courses defined by School Boards.

  Suggested hours of learning under NSQF

Further Education Leadership Development Programme

AICTE is running a programme in collaboration with British Council as “UK-India Educational Research 
Initiative (UKIERI)” for mutual interaction and educational collaboration between technical institutions of India and 
UK, covering:

• Leadership Development

• Innovation Partnerships

• Skills Development

• Enhancing Mobility

The aim of the UKIERI is to ensure that India and the UK have a well educated and trained human resource 
allowing them to compete in the global market place and to work on activities and programmes that meet the needs of 
both the countries.

Activities that are proposed under the 4 strands are:

• Focused Indian delegation visit to be organized by UKIERI. The delegation will comprise of participants 
identified and shortlisted by AICTE. The delegation will be from the State Technical Departments. UKIERI will 
organize the visit as per the AICTE specifications and requirements. Leadership development Programme for 
the Principals, Directors and Institutional Heads of Polytechnics and State Technical Departments.

• Developing ‘Centers of Excellence’ and which can eventually be developed as model ‘Skill institutions’ where 
UKIERI will provide soft skills support and infrastructural and staff support will be provided by AICTE.

• UKIERI will partner AICTE in the workshops planned and delivered by AICTE in various regions and States for 
promoting the work around Skills Development. In all such workshops UKIERI will promote the call for bids for 
the benefit of the skill providers in that region/state.

In the first phase AICTE invited online applications from Faculties of Government and Govt. Aided Technical 
Institutions. After due scrutiny eligible applicants have been divided into two cohorts for participation in the Further 
Educational Leadership Development Programme. The cohort –I consists of 133 candidates and cohort –II consists of 
110 candidates. Following workshops were organized at NITTTR Chennai and at NITTTR Chandigarh for Cohort-I.

UKEIRI workshop organized at NITTTR Chennai on April 
28, 2014 for Cohort-I

UKEIRI workshop organized at NITTTR Chandigarh on 
April 30, 2014 for Cohort-I

The first Workshop for Cohort-II will be organized in December 2015.
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North East Quality Improvement Program(NEQIP)

Vol. 2, No. 3;  July-September, 2014

AICTE in its mission of focused development of North-Eastern Region and in terms of priorities contemplated 
in the five year plan of the Government of India, launched a Scheme “AICTE-North East Quality Improvement 
Programme (AICTE-NEQIP) in the year 2013-14,  with a budget outlay of Rs.180 Crores for providing grant-in-aid for 
improving quality of education in selected Govt./Govt. aided Polytechnics/Degree Engineering Institutions/AICTE 
approved University Departments of North Eastern Region for a period of 3 years (2013-2016). The main objectives of 
the program were to strengthen the institutions for improving infrastructure, faculty competence, quality of teaching, 
research & consultancy, learning outcomes and employability of students.

AICTE has sanctioned a total amount of Rs. 132.48 Crores towards financial grant-in-aid to 24 institutions out of 
which Rs. 33.12 Crores has been disbursed as 25% advance being the 1st Installment till September 2014. 

AICTE has nominated eminent educationists from premier Technical Institutions of India for mentoring of all 
NEQIP beneficiary Institutions to provide clear guidance on reforms, implementations plans, and remedial actions to 
improve performance of the Institutions. Two  meetings of Mentors to discuss about  methodology and framework of 
mentoring and various formats required for monitoring  were held on  August 19, 2014 at Guwahati and on September 
4, 2014 at Imphal respectively. AICTE is also in the process of nominating Performance Auditors for beneficiary 
institutions to assess and monitor the progress made by the individual institutions and to release the second 
installment.

The AICTE NEQIP Scheme has further been extended for 2014-17 in respect of only Degree Engineering 
Institutions and a Notification dated 18.09.2014 inviting proposals from Degree Engineering Institutions from North 
Eastern Region for providing Grant-in-Aid has been issued to this effect.

NEQIP workshop of Mentors on September 4, 2014 at 
Imphal

NEQIP workshop of Mentors on August 19, 2014 at  
Guwahati

Workshops, Seminars and Conferences

  AICTE-CII Survey of Industry-linked Technical Institutions 2014

AICTE in association with CII has been conducting a Survey for linkage of Technical Institutions with Industry 
for the selection of top Industry linked Technical Institution since 2012. The applications for “AICTE-CII Survey of top 
Industry linked Technical Institution 2014” received online were scrutinized by a team of experts and 38 institutes 

under 62 different disciplines have been shortlisted. The Expert Committee is being appointed to visit the shortlisted 
institutions in order to verify the available facilities.

Prof. S.S. Mantha, Chairman AICTE, Prof. Avinash S. Pant, Vice Chairman and other dignitaries during AICTE-CII 
Survey of Industry-linked Technical Institutions 2014 held on September 10, 2014.

  Conclave on Entrepreneurship

In the recent past Entrepreneurship  has  received  greater  attention  of  policy  makers  and  technocrats  as  it  

contributes  to economic  well  being  of  nation  by  converting  innovative  ideas  into  commercially  viable  products  

and  processes.

In  order  to  discuss  issues  related  to  policies  that  need  to  be  put  in  place  for  effective  up -bringing  of 

the  culture  of  entrepreneurship  in  educational  institutions  imparting  technical  education,  a  conclave  of  all  the  

stake-holders  was  held  on  19th  September,  2014  in New  Delhi.  

The conclave was inaugurated by Hon’ble HRM Smt. Smriti Zubin Irani. In the inaugural address HRM 

informed that Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) are ranked fourth on a list of fifty best Entrepreneurial 

undergraduate institutes in the world. The ranking was compiled by Pitch Book Date; a US based private equity and 

Venture Company sharing the achievement at the conclave. She said this feat calls for further celebration as the IITs 

have been ranked higher than some of the best Ivy League Universities such as Harvard. She further emphasized that 

the paradigm of education should be such that it is able to cross the knowledge with analytical skills and logical 

reasoning, helping students acquire skills and entrepreneurial qualities.

Following eminent personalities shared their thoughts as panelists. 

• Padma Shri  Pritam Singh – Director General, IMI , New Delhi

• Mr. Subhash Ghai – Chairman, Whistling Woods International

• Mr. Ajai Chowdhry – Founder HCL and Chairman, Board of Governors, IIT Patna.

• Mr. Manish Sabharwal – CEO, Teamlease

• Mr. Dilip Cherian – Founder and Consulting Partner, Perfect Relations

• Prof. Akshai Agarwal – Vice Chancellor, Gujarat Technical University, Ahmedabad

• Mr. Rajesh Chharia – President Internet Service Provider Association Of India (ISPAI) 

• Prof. Anil Wali – MD, Innovation & Tech. Incubation Centre, IIT Delhi

• Mr. Prakash Rane – MD, ABM Knowledgeware  Ltd, Mumbai

• Mr.  Anurag Batra – Chairman & Editor-in-Chief , exchange4media
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• Mr.  Ashok Kumar – Chief Strategic Officer - Airports, GMR

• Mr.  Suparna Pandey – Co founder,  ScoopWhoop Media Pvt Ltd

• Mr. Vijay Thadani – CEO,  NIIT

• Mr . S N Rai – Co founder & Director,  Lava International Ltd

• Mr.  Saket Modi – CEO Lucidius India, New Delhi

• Mr.  Amarjit Batra – CEO - OLX India & Head - Asia

The conclave was attended by senior  functionaries  including Vice  Chancellors, Directors,  Deans  and  senior  

Faculty  Members  from  academic  institutions and Government officials besides  participation of real entrepreneurs 

to share their success stories.

Smt Smriti Zubin Irani, Hon’ble Minister of HRD, Prof. S.S. Mantha, Chairman AICTE, Prof. Avinash S. Pant, Vice 
Chairman and Padmashri Pritam Singh – Director General, IMI & Mr Subhash Ghai – Chairman, Whistling Woods 
International addressing during CONCLAVE ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP  held on September 19, 2014 in New Delhi.

  Community College Review

The Council has granted approval and funding to 72 polytechnics in first phase to run Community Colleges to 
institutionalize National Skill Qualification Framework .Under this scheme a student may get a Bachelor Vocational 
Degree after completing 7 levels of training or a Diploma vocational after level-V. There is a provision of Community 
Skill Diploma (CSD) also after 5 years of training for such students who do not have any formal education.

A review meeting for performance review of these Community Colleges and to receive feedback on the 

difficulties being faced during implementation of the scheme was held with the Principals of the Grantee institutions 
on 30th September, 2014 at Delhi.

The Chairman AICTE in his inaugural address, gave an over view on the basic concept of Community College 
scheme.

Prof. S.S. Mantha, Chairman AICTE, Prof. Avinash S. Pant, Vice Chairman and other dignitaries during Review meeting 
of Community College scheme- status of implementation held on 30th September 2014.

Sepcial Scholarship for J&K students

  Workshop in Srinagar

AICTE on the directions of MHRD is operating Special Scholarship Scheme for Jammu and Kashmir. AICTE 

invites online applications from Students of J & K for admission in institutions outside the State for Supernumerary 

Seats. AICTE conducted two workshops, one in Jammu on 5th May 2014 and second in Srinagar on 6th May 2014 for 

generating awareness and dissemination of salient features of the Special Scholarship Scheme amongst the students, 

guardians, educationists, social workers, Govt. officials and general public at large.  The guidance was given by AICTE 

Chairman, Vice Chairman and Directors and information was given about the scheme highlighting its guidelines, 

eligibility criteria, admission in supernumerary quota in the academic year 2014-15, counseling and the methodology 

to be adopted in allotting seats in colleges. 
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institutionalize National Skill Qualification Framework .Under this scheme a student may get a Bachelor Vocational 
Degree after completing 7 levels of training or a Diploma vocational after level-V. There is a provision of Community 
Skill Diploma (CSD) also after 5 years of training for such students who do not have any formal education.

A review meeting for performance review of these Community Colleges and to receive feedback on the 

difficulties being faced during implementation of the scheme was held with the Principals of the Grantee institutions 
on 30th September, 2014 at Delhi.

The Chairman AICTE in his inaugural address, gave an over view on the basic concept of Community College 
scheme.

Prof. S.S. Mantha, Chairman AICTE, Prof. Avinash S. Pant, Vice Chairman and other dignitaries during Review meeting 
of Community College scheme- status of implementation held on 30th September 2014.

Sepcial Scholarship for J&K students

  Workshop in Srinagar

AICTE on the directions of MHRD is operating Special Scholarship Scheme for Jammu and Kashmir. AICTE 

invites online applications from Students of J & K for admission in institutions outside the State for Supernumerary 

Seats. AICTE conducted two workshops, one in Jammu on 5th May 2014 and second in Srinagar on 6th May 2014 for 

generating awareness and dissemination of salient features of the Special Scholarship Scheme amongst the students, 

guardians, educationists, social workers, Govt. officials and general public at large.  The guidance was given by AICTE 

Chairman, Vice Chairman and Directors and information was given about the scheme highlighting its guidelines, 

eligibility criteria, admission in supernumerary quota in the academic year 2014-15, counseling and the methodology 

to be adopted in allotting seats in colleges. 
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  Counselling in Srinagar for Admission of Academic Year 2014-15

AICTE invited online application for registration of candidates for admission in the academic year 2014-15 for 

two seats created in various Institutes/Universities across the country for admission and award of scholarship to the 

eligible students of Jammu and Kashmir under supernumerary quota. About ten thousand students registered on line 

and the applications were scrutinized  at 38 identified  facilitation centres across the state under PMSS for J & K 

students for 2014-15.  AICTE uploaded a merit list of 5000 students who were called for attending counseling process at 

S P College, Srinagar merit-wise from 30th August, 2014 to 5th September, 2014. The students who attended the 

counseling process had exercised their choice of Institutes and allotment letters/admission slips were issued to them 

with the direction to report to the college for completing admission formalities within a stipulated period. About 

twenty one hundred students were allotted seats in different colleges around the country for admission in engineering, 

medical and general degree courses.

Events and Celebrations

  Skoch Award to AICTE 

The AICTE, was conferred with Gold Medal for its e-governance initiatives and practices which are 
stakeholder driven and all the processes have brought about transparency, accountability, flexibility, integrating the 
entire eco system. The system is robust, secure and is one of its kinds with ease of use, scalable and retrievable. As a 
result of technology-led transformation, the credibility of the system has improved, so has its brand value. AICTE, in 
furthering the cause of transparency and accountability to its stakeholders is currently implementing workflow, 
accounts, electronic records and digitization of records for which Skoch Consultancy Services Private Limited, 
Gurgaon has conferred Skoch Digital Inclusion Award in a function held on 20th September, 2014 at India Habitat 
Centre. 

Skoch Digital Inclusion Award is an initiative to recognise the e-Goverance initiatives of the Central 
Government, State, Local Governments, their various departments and undertakings, and their technology and 
solution providers in both the government and corporate sector. These Awards recognise the best applications of 
technology in the various sectors of governance.

Chairman, AICTE Prof. S. S. Mantha receiving Skoch Award for e-Goverance initiatives in a Award Ceremony organized 
thby  Skoch Consultancy Services Private Limited, Gurgaon held on 20  September, 2014 at India Habitat Centre

  Graduation Day Programme at PES College, Mandya

Chairman, AICTE, Prof. S. S. Mantha delivering Graduation Day Address and presenting gold medal to the toppers at 
thPES College, Mandya on 13  September, 2014

  Hindi Pakhwada Celebrations

In accordance with the instructions of the Department of Official Language (Ministry of Home Affairs), 

Ministry of Human Resources Development and in compliance with the Official Language Policy of the Union 

Government, Hindi Pakhwada (Fortnight) was organized at the Council Headquarters, New Delhi from 15-29 

September 2014.

Prof. S.S. Mantha, Chairman, AICTE inaugurated the Hindi Pakhwada   and motivated officials to do their 

work more and more in Hindi. Vice Chairman Prof A S Pant highlighted the directives of Rajbhasha Samiti to discharge 

the work in Hindi. 

The following activities in Hindi were organised during the fortnight and Cash prizes and certificates were 

awarded to the winners:-

• Sulekh Competition.

•  Typing Competition.

•  Noting/Drafting Competition.

• Administrative terms and Translation Competition.

•  Speech Competition.

•  Essay Writing Competition.

•  Geet/Kavita Competition.

•  Prashn-Manch (Quiz) Competition..

Events and Celebrations
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Prof. S.S. Mantha, Chairman AICTE and Chief Guest Prof. P.C. Tondon, Delhi University, AICTE presenting the 
Certificate to prize winners of various activities  during the Hindi Pakhwada (Fortnight) organized at Head Quarters 
during 15-29 September, 2014.

  Hindi Pakhwada at AICTE Regional Offices

SCRO, Hyderabad. 

A number of competitions such as Calligraphy, Essay Writing Debate, Kavitha Paath, Quiz Competition   were 

organized during the Hindi Pakhwada from 15-29 September, 2014  and winners were awarded.

Hindi Pakhwada at AICTE-SCRO, Hyderabad

CRO Bhopal

The Inaugural function was graced by   
dignitaries of Admission and Fees regulatory office , 
Bhopal viz. Dr T.R. Thapak, Chairman, Dr Sunil Kumar, 
Officer on special duty, Prof. Subodh Pandey, Deputy 
Director and  Shri Ajit Soni, Assistant Professor. Essay 
competition, Hindi Song and poem recitation   
competitions were organized and winners were 
awarded the prizes in the closing ceremony chaired by 
Shri K.N. Rai, Retired Chief Executive, D.R.D.O; other 
invited guests were Shri C. Ravishankar, Architect, 
Standing counsel of AICTE Shri R.G. Mahajan and Dr 
Sunil Kumar, Admission and Fees regulatory office, 
Bhopal.  The guidance was given for the promotion of 
the Hindi Language and progress of the same.

Inaugural function of Hindi Pakhwada at 

AICTE-CRO, Bhopal

Other Initiatives

  Combat Sexual Crimes Against Women- A Drive by AICTE

As per the direction of the MHRD vide letter no.F.no.13-10/2013-u-5 dated 6.05.2013 AICTE has decided to 
organize the workshop for sensitizing the management and teachers of technical institution to ensure time bound 
implementation of various measures to be taken to tackle the menace of sexual harassment against women in various 
parts of India.  In this regard AICTE has already conducted 13 such workshops in various cities of the Country i.e. 
Chandigarh, Shimla, Trivandrum, Vishakhapatnam, Gwalior, Bangalore, Madurai, Goa, Mumbai, Ahmadabad, 
Hyderabad Jamnagar. Recently it was organized at Ponjesly College of Engineering, Nagarcoil, TN, on 25-08-2014. Dr. 
B. Sandhya, IPS, Addl. DG of Trivandrum inaugurated the workshop and emphasized on the women empowerment 
and self defense. The technical presentation was made by Dr Renu Bapna, Advisor, AICTE. More than 200 delegates 
attended the workshop.

Further, AICTE is planning to hold more such workshops in near future to sensitize the management and 
teachers of technical institutions against Sexual harassment of Women at work place.

Dr. B. Sandhya, IPS, Addl. DG of Trivandrum as Chief Guest and Dr Renu Bapna Advisor- I, AICTE and Shri M 
Sunderasn Regional officer SRO, AICTE during the Workshop on Measures to Tackle menaces on Sexual Crime 

thagainst Women held at Pon Jesly College of Engg, Nagercoil on 25  August,  2014.
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  Calendar of Activities

AICTE 
Gazette Notifications

  First Amendment to Anti Ragging Regulation

A Gazette notification dated 17 July, 2014 was issued for 1st amendment in Prevention and Prohibition of 
Ragging in Technical Institutions, Universities including Deemed to be Universities Imparting Technical Education, 
Regulation, 2009.

The amendment notifies that word ‘affidavit’ wherever appearing under clause 5, Sub-clause (3), (4), (6), (7), 
(8), clause 6, subclause (g), (i), Clause (7), Sub-clause (2), Clause 9, Sub-clause (2), Clause (10) Sub clause (f) and Clause 
(11), Sub clause (b) of All India Council for Technical Education (prevention and prohibition of Ragging in Technical 
Institutions, Universities including Deemed to be Universities Imparting Technical Education) Regulation, 2009 
would be substituted with the word ‘undertaking’.

  Transfers Postings and Completion of Tenure of Officers

Completion of tenure

New Postings

Transfers 

Promotions

Capital Assests - New

  Progress of construction
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University

(Finance Bureau)

Regional Office Bhopal

The land for AICTE’s Central Regional Office (CRO) at Bhopal has been allotted by Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki 
Vishwavidyalaya, Bhopal and work of construction of building has been given to CPWD, Bhopal who has already 
undertaken the task and started work on full swing. 

Construction work of Central Regional office building at Bhopal in full swing.
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AICTE, Headquarter New Delhi

Construction work of AICTE Headquarters near JNU Campus, New Delhi in its last leg.


